
By 2020, the total unique mobile subscriber base is expected to surpass the 5.6 billion mark with over 70%

consisting of prepaid users*. It is also forecasted that the prepaid segment will drive the subscriber growth in the

next five years. And yet, for one reason or another, about 25% of the total prepaid subscriber base often find

themselves with zero or low credit balance and without any immediate access to a top up mechanism. As a result

they cannot place a call which leads to potential revenue loss for mobile operators and inconvenience for the

subscribers.

With this in mind, it is crucial for mobile operators to offer innovative services that enable subscribers with

depleted prepaid limits stay connected at all times. Solutions that allow subscribers to make calls even when they

do not have any credits address this need and generate additional revenue streams for the operators.

In this Integrated Call Completion and Management white paper, Defne highlights how operators can successfully

maximize voice revenues and increase subscriber satisfaction by acting upon calls that are not placed or completed

due to zero or low credit with the right set of innovative Converged Collect Call solutions.

Know Your Customer

In a continuous race between MNOs to retain mobile subscribers and drive-up usage levels, it is crucial for mobile

operators to focus their efforts on impacting subscriber behavior and keeping them engaged with the network at

all times.

Key to Success: Integrated Call Completion and Management 
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The Prepaid Segment

With prepaid subscribers expected to represent 70% of the

total global mobile users in 2020, impacting the consumption

habits of this segment in the right way at the right time

represents a lucrative opportunity in driving new revenue

streams, increasing ARPU (Average Revenue Per User) and

reducing churn. Prepaid subscribers are enthusiastic mobile

users but they are often cost-conscious partly due to low

income levels. They also tend to be young and intolerant with

little or low brand loyalty. They move into a high churn risk

zone when their balance is low and thus need to be enticed to

continue their consumption with the right set of solutions at

the right time.

As the time between reaching a zero balance until the next top-up represents possible revenue loss and churn,

mobile operators need to target prepaid subscribers with a variety of options to seamlessly continue their

communications. Such options include mobile collect calling, real time advance credit offers and placing missed

calls to the desired parties. Acting on these, MNOs should offer Converged CollectCall Solutions that are

proactively triggered based on usage criteria and keep subscribers engaged with the network.

* GSMA Intelligence



Converged CollectCall Solutions

In the past, lack of real time user and usage data and

MNOs’ inability to automatically act upon relevant data

presented challenges in delivering offers that meet user’s

needs in a timely manner. However, the technology and a

variety of integrated call completion and management

services are now available from Defne to enable operators

to target subscribers with personalized offers in real time in

order to keep them connected and entice them to talk

more.

1. SubA has zero balance and tries to place a call. MNO X

checks the credit history of the subscriber and if

eligible, offers SubA Defne’s MicroCredit service right

at the time of need. If SubA accepts the credit hot

offer, credit top up is realized on the go and the call is

connected to the B Party (called party).

MicroCredit

Defne’s MicroCredit solution provides

advance credits to subscribers with

insufficient prepaid balance and offers

them the ability to stay connected. The

solution’s debt collection mechanism is

triggered when the subscriber

recharges his/her account.

The MicroCredit solution grants

subscribers the right to continue using

their mobile services based on the

deferred payment of virtual credits

applied to their account without any

prepayment.
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With Defne’s Converged CollectCall Suite, MNOs can acknowledge a subscribers’ activity and detect low credit

balance levels, and execute real-time offers that keep the engagement with the subscriber open delivering

optimum results – higher customer satisfaction and increased revenue streams.

“Always on” with Innovative Services

Let’s say prepaid SubA on MNO X’s network is attempting to place a call and he has low or close to zero credit

balance. What are the possible results here – that either the call cannot be placed at all since there is not enough

balance or that the call is cut off just in the middle of a deep conversation. Imagine how dissatisfied SubA would

be!

Now, with Defne’s Converged CollectCall Suite, MNO X is able to offer a variety of innovative services proactively

to allow SubA to place calls and keep talking even with zero or initial low balance without any disruption.

Let’s see how:



2. If SubA does not accept the credit offer

and if the B Party is an off-net subscriber,

then MNO X can proactively offer SubA

Defne’s PokeCall service allowing him to

place a missed call on B Party’s phone

which entices a return call.

3. If SubA does not accept the credit offer

and if the B Party is also a subscriber of

MNO X, the operator can offer SubA

Defne’s CollectCall service that allows a

reverse charged call to be established

between the two parties if B Party accepts

to pay for the call.

This is just an example of a three step simple scenario where MNO X proactively engages SubA with innovative

services to provide a continuous communication experience. These integrated services can be offered in a variety

of more complex combinations to assure subscribers are able to make calls whether they have enough credits,

have access to a top up mechanism, or simply want to reverse the call charge for personal reasons.

PokeCall

Defne’s PokeCall solution enables subscribers with

insufficient credits to initiate calls that are terminated with

a missed call that appears on the called party’s handset call

history in a controlled environment.

CollectCall

Defne’s CollectCall application brings the reverse charging

experience to mobile networks and allows prepaid

subscribers with a limited or zero balance to place a call

where the called party pays for the duration of the call

upon his/her consent.

Why Defne?

Built on open-standards, Defne’s Integrated Call Completion and Management Solutions – Converged

CollectCall Suite offers a portfolio of feature rich applications that ensure service continuity while enhancing

subscriber experience and maximizing operator revenues.

While driving new revenue streams through easy-to-use ARPU generating services of Defne’s Converged

CollectCall Suite, mobile operators can increase customer loyalty, and reduce time to market and total cost of

ownership all at the same time.

Furthermore, the solutions can easily be integrated with mobile marketing services to offer mass-market mobile

advertising channels for new revenue streams.
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